INSIDE THIS NEWSLETTER, YOU WILL FIND INFORMATION ABOUT ALL THE AMAZING CLUBS, TEAMS, AND ORGANIZATIONS MAGNET HAS TO OFFER!

MAGNET CLUBS, TEAMS, AND ORGANIZATIONS ARE BROKEN DOWN INTO THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES:

- LEADERSHIP
- ACADEMIC
- ENRICHMENT
- SERVICE AND ADVOCACY
Ambassadors

Our student ambassadors, sponsored by Mrs. Baskett, are the Magnet school’s conduits for the community. They guide the parents, community stakeholders, and future students through our hallways, providing valuable insight into the inner workings of Magnet.

Beta Lambda Tau

Beta Lambda Tau, sponsored by Dr. Clark and Ms. Matthews, works to foster student outreach and service, guiding students through their journey in challenge, opportunity, and distinction.

Magnet News

A new addition to our Magnet leaders is Magnet News! Magnet News, meeting with Camera Club sponsored by Mr. Robinson, helps us stay in the know about anything Magnet! Their team works together to record, interview, and report news to give our students insight about the Magnet community. You can find their reports in our weekly Magnet Newsletter and Video!
Peer Mentors

Our peer mentors, sponsored by Ms. Harris and Ms. Lindsey, help our new freshmen adjust to our rigorous and distinguished lifestyle. Peer mentors tuck our 9th graders under their wing and provide guidance towards being a successful Magnet student.

Peer Tutors

Peer Tutors, sponsored by Ms. Lindsey, work collaboratively with students to provide individual and group tutoring sessions and outreach to students wishing to develop and enhance their study skills.

Student Council

Our Student Council, sponsored by Mrs. Powell, prides itself on planning various activities that build school spirit, show faculty appreciation, celebrate seasonal events, and promote good citizenship. We may have an advisor, but there is no way we could do all that we do without the support of every faculty and staff members.
Academic
TEAMS THAT PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOU TO PERFORM BETTER IN YOUR ACADEMIC CLASSES

Math Team

The Math Team, sponsored by Dr. Garner and Mr. Hornbeck, “totals up” their knowledge of mathematics to compete against like-minded students from other schools. Always on the move, the math team travels all over putting their wicked math skills to the test.

Science Team

The Science Team, sponsored by Ms. Kennen and Mrs. Jones, convenes to balance the equation of life and analyze the world around us through chemistry, biology, physics, and Earth sciences. From Science Olympiad to Science Bowl, our Science Team is always on the move.

Magnet Inc.

Magnet, Inc., sponsored by Mr. Robinson, helps students practice entrepreneurial skills and keeps students well fed by selling snacks after school.
Book Club and Reading Bowl

Book Club and Reading Bowl, sponsored by Mrs. Wisnewski, come together to get lost in the pages of endless journeys in the world of literature. Reading Bowl is cognizant of numerous plots, characters, and themes, which culminates in the annual bowl in February.

Speech and Debate

The Speech and Debate Team, sponsored by Mrs. Ullo, cites valid reasoning to assert distinct perspectives on a plethora of topics. Never one to back down from an argument, our Debate Team has a proven track record of success.
The Robotics, Engineering, and Computer Science Team, sponsored by Mrs. Williams, stimulates the creativity of aspiring engineers so they may build innovative technologies. Our Robotics Team spends many weekends in the lab connecting the wires in hopes of being the last robot standing.

Green Team

A new addition to this category, Green Team, sponsored by Dr. Clark and Ms. Seagraves, travels to Envirothon and competes for grants. Green Team's goal is to promote student outreach in agricultural sciences in hopes of finding solutions to current issues in Georgia. Green Team reminds everyone at Magnet to go green!
Association of Artists, sponsored by Mr. Sommer, convenes to highlight their love for the arts in communication, drawing, and acting. This is the perfect place to let your creativity flow, and to come up with new ideas.

Camera Club

Our Magnet Camera Club, sponsored by Mr. Robinson, is sponsored by capturing and recording the pictorial history of all the events that occur on our campus.
Magnet the Gathering

Magnet the Gathering, sponsored by Mrs. Kinsey, invades the media center every Friday afternoon for rounds of logical and strategical gamesmanship.

E-sports

Our E-sports club, sponsored by Mr. Darvishian, uses strategic thinking and teamwork during epic video game showdowns.
Service and Advocacy

Clubs that spend time giving back to our school and community

Asian American Pacific Islander Student Union

AAPI Student Union, sponsored by Mrs. Baskett, encourages Asian American and Pacific Islander students to ignite their voices and embrace their heritage through community service programs.

BSSU

Black Stem Student Union, aka 'BSSU', gathers together to integrate African American culture around the campus and community as well as serve as a vehicle for student participation in community service. BSSU is sponsored by Ms. Harris and Ms. Lindsey.
Gay-Straight Alliance

GSA, sponsored by Mrs. Wisnewski, is a social networking organization that promotes diversity, inclusion, and acceptance throughout the school and community. It works to provide a safe, non-judgmental space in support of LGBTQ+ and straight youth who share a common vision.

LatinX

Latin X, sponsored by Mrs. Baskett, facilitates donation drops and community service projects, and incorporates Latin culture throughout the school.
Sophisticated Men of Excellence (AKA SME), sponsored by Mr. Coleman, teaches our male students to take initiative and have integrity as global citizens who will one day be leaders in their communities.

Women on the Way to Success, aka 'WOWS', empowers our female students to pursue creative ways to serve the needs of citizens of all ages. WOWS is sponsored by Mrs. Jones.
RCHS Clubs/Teams

Information about RCHS extracurriculars is available at rchs.rockdaleschools.org/extracurricular

Bulldog Scholars

Challenge Yourself to be a Bulldog Scholar

Magnet Extracurricular Club or Team
2 + years of active membership

Leadership or Community Service
- 1 year in leadership role
- Significant contribution to the community

RCHS Athletics or Fine Arts
2 + years of active membership

Submit your application in January of your senior year & receive:
- Name on Bulldog Scholar plaque
- Recognition at Magnet Banquet
- Honor Cords
- Eligible to apply for special scholarship sponsored by Magnet Alumni